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The three of us sat together in a café in Seefeld, a small town deep in the Austrian Alps. It was the summer of 2012, and we were stuck. Not stuck in a cafe-the sun was shining, the snow in the Alps was shiny, and the beautiful surroundings were painfully tempting us to leave the math problem we were
stuck on and head outside. We have tried to explore the links between the mathematical results of Kurt Gödel and Alan Turing of the 20th century. That was at least a dream come true. The dream, which began back in 2010, during a semester-long program on quantum information at the Mittag-Leffler
Institute near Stockholm. � fyzika-potreby-filozofia Viac info : Detekovať jazyk Afrikánčina Albánska amharčina Arabčina Arménsko Azerbajdžančina Bieloruský Bieloruský Bengálsko Bosniansky bulharský Katalánsky Cebuano Chichewa čínština (zjednodušená) čínština (tradičná) korzická chorvátska
česká dánska dánčina dánčina slovenčina esperanto estónsky filipínsky fínčina francúzština frizijská galícijčina gruzínska nemecká gréčtina Gujarati haitská kreolská kreolská Hausa havajská hebrejčina hindčina Hmong maďarskej islandskej Igbo indonézskej írskej japonskej japonskej Javanese Kannada
kazašskej khmerskej kórejskej kurdskej Kirgizsko Lao Latinskej Lotyšskej litovskej luxemburskej luxemburskej luxemburskej malgašskej Malayalam maltskej Maori Marathi mongolskej Mjanmarsko (barmská) nepálčina nórsky Paštéto perzský poľský portugalčina pandžábčina rumunský ruský Samoan
Škóti gaelský srbský Sesotho Shona Sindhi Sinhala Slovinčina slovinská somálska španielčina Sundanský swahilský švédsky tadžik Tamil Telugu Thajský turecký ukrajinský Urdu Uzbek Vietnamský Vietnamec Xhosa Jidiš Yoruba Zulu Afrikánčina Albánska Amharčina Arabčina Arménsky Baskicko
Bieloruský Bengálsko Bosniansky Bulharský Katalánsky Cebuano Chichewa čínština (zjednodušená) čínština (tradičná) korzická chorvátčina dánska dánčina dánčina holandská esperanto Estonian Filipino Finnish French Frisian Galician Georgian Greek Gujarati Haitian Creole Hausa Hawaiian Hebrew
Hindi hmong Hungarian Icelandic igbo Indonesian Italian Japanese Japanese Javanese Kannada Kazakh Khmer Korean 1 Kurdish Kyrgyzstan Lao Latin and Latvian Lithuanian Luxembourg Macedonian Malagasy Malayalam Maltese Maori Marathi Mongolian Myanmar (Burmese) Nepalese Norwegian
Pashto Persian Polish Portuguese Punjabi Romanian Russian Samoan Scots Gaelic Serbian Sesotho Shona Sindhi Sinhala Slovenian Somali Spanish Sundanese withWahili Swedish Tajikistan Tamil Telugu Thai Turkish Ukrainian Urdu Uzbek Vietnamese Welsh Xho Yiddish Yoruba Zulu Text-to-speech
feature is limited to 200 characters Options: Feedback: Donate Close Credit: Mark Garlick Getty ImagesSome physicists claim to be a popular country country in string theory may not existAlmed half a century after astronauts first visited the moon, it's again a flashpoint for debates about how to safely,
responsibly explore the solar system's ongoing search for graviton-designed basic particles carrying gravitational forces—is a key step in physicists' long journey toward the theory of everything... After a years-long intellectual journey, three mathematicians have found that the problem of central
importance in physics is impossible to solve—and that means other big issues may be undecided, too... Artificial intelligence allows anyone to manipulate audio and video. The biggest threat is that we stop believing anything at all about the best early warnings about a major disaster can occur 180 miles
above the ground, a controversial new theory says, the way we pay for science doesn't support the best outcomesAll the incentives could reduce the alarming number of studies that turn out to be wrong when the repeat leader of a major report on sexual misconduct explains how making science available
to allLife is difficult for early-career researchers who have to wrestle with an uncertain future, compete for funding and balance family life, with the frequent need to move into employment Solving today's complex, global problems will take interdisciplinary sciencesUse engineered forms of rabies virus,
neuroscientist can map brain circuits with unprecedented accuracyS new risk maps, authorities hope to avoid mass exodus and blocked exits Experimental techniques show how to strengthen memories when our brains are off-lineMicrobial partnerships turn out to be more common and influential than
scientists. when imagining astronomers found some of the most distant galaxies in the universe, opening a window on a previously unknown period of cosmic historyMathematicians are developing statistical forensics to identify districts, which deprive votersHow high economic inequality negatively affects
almost every aspect of human well-being-like health of the biosphereA what we can do with itGrowing gap between rich and poor causes biological damage to the bodies and brainsHow algorithms designed to alleviate poverty can maintain insteadPower imbalances facilitate environmental degradation-
and poor suffer the consequencescorruption , distrust and inequality strengthen one another in destructive loopsReve attention to how algorithmic systems affect marginalized people around the world is the key to a fair and just future This idea might seem obvious, but mathematics is about setting
concepts with absolute certainty, write Toby S. Cubitt, David Pérez-García and Michael Wolf in this issue of cover story , Insoluble Problem. In their capacity, they describe a mathematical odyssey to demonstrate indecisiveness, i.e. insolable in nature, a particular problem in quantum physics. Journey
takes them to a three-year grand from a small town deep in the Austrian Alps to a world of complicated mathematics. The result was 146-page evidence and publication in the journal Nature. A few years ago several different trips from my self-to Moscow, Doha (Qatar), Beijing and the other-inspired series
State of World Science. At the time, I was surprised by how other countries looked at science and invested in it, with different national goals. I decided that Scientific American, with 14 translated editions, should make sense, taking an annual look at this global venture. This year's special report, led by
editor-in-chief Clara Moskowitz, looks at the challenges of research today. In Make Research Reproducible, Shannon Palus explores the problem of reproducibility: a large percentage of scientific papers cannot be replicated by other researchers. Reasons may include a number of factors such as
inaccurate methods, bad agents and shortcomings in data collection. John P. A. Ioannidis writes about ways we can rethink funding, from spending pretty proper funding work in the first place to problems with remem ramming systems for individuals. It also outlines possible solutions. In Helping Young
Scientists, Rebecca Boyle discusses the difficulties faced by individuals early in their careers. Rounding out the part, in Break Down Silos, Graham AJ Worthy and Cherie L. Yestrebsky focus on interdisciplinary teamwork. Elsewhere in question, you can find out how engineered forms of rabies virus have
provided new insights into the inner workings of the brain; think about a controversial theory that claims that the best early warning of an earthquake could appear 180 miles above the ground; learn about new ways to evacuate in the event of a hurricane; and consider the all too disturbing reality of fake
videos. As always, we hope you will enjoy making your way through feature articles in this release. We welcome your comments. As an emeritus professor of genetics who has spent many long hours writing grant proposals, I agree with Rethink funding by John P. A. Ioannidis [State of World Science
2018]. The system is biased in favor of politically savvy managers. Yet Ioannidis does not address the overhead funds that line the coffers of universities. With state funds steadily dwinding, they rely on overheads more than ever. That's why academia favors large grant getters over innovative research.
Reducing inflated academic governance would be one modest way to solve the conundrum, but who is going to do it? PAUL F. LURQUIN Washington State University There is a danger that new ideas will be held back if attention is focused too closely on the accuracy of scientific methods. Such ideas
often result from the use of inaccurate approaches. For example, one case study in medicine, surveys showing correlations in my own area of consumer behavior, and odd observations in astronomy can lead to great progress as they choose serendipitous findings that are difficult to predict. New ideas
that are generated are usually tested experiments, but these tests often provide a limited incentive for new thinking. ROBERT EAST EMERITUS PROFESSOR, Kingston University London IOANNIDIS ANSWERS: Lurquin points to the problem of large overheads that have risen. Removing them is not
easy, as other resources need to be found to maintain the infrastructure of research institutions. Unnecessary bureaucracy could, of course, be reduced. East advocates promoting inaccurate explorating methods when they spark new, exciting ideas. Such research is justified and necessary when we do
not have any other better tools for initial discovery. But it needs to be recognized explicitly as explorating and therefore often likely to be wrong and need careful follow-up validation with better methods. REPLICATION PROBLEMS As an academic researcher, I wasn't too surprised to learn that a large
fraction of the results even in the best journals can't be reproduced in Make Research Reproducible by Shannon Palus [State of World Science 2018]. As mentioned in both Palus and Ioannidis articles, researchers have many institutional pressures and personal motivations to publish flashy results and
none to replicate the others. We must explicitly recognise, finance and incentivly reproduce. It would help if the journals had a section or related publication that would accept studies by independent authors seeking to reproduce works previously published by these journals. Their arbitrators would not
judge originality or interest, but would evaluate methodological affinity, clarity and possibly improvement or dissemination of results. JOSE M. SOLER Autonomous University of Madrid I think Palus note that the original work discussed appeared in topflight magazine, while replication efforts can be found
in a relatively minor is perhaps her most important observation. What occurred to me was high-handed so that some of these magazines are not worth their product. This makes the value of the publication cheaper. If you publish a document, the reputation of the publication is behind this study from the
Marketing POV. If the paper is later refuted or cannot be replicated in another study, you are required to publish this document as well. This could be supported by an independent organization that simply records how many times a counter paper has been published in another magazine since the original
publication refused. NEIL ROBERTSON El Cerrito, California LIMITED DECISIONS It was fascinating to learn in The Unsolvable Problem, by Toby S. Cubitt, David Pérez-García and Michael Wolf, that some important questions in theoretical physics are undecided by calculation. When discussing the
primary example of such a question, the authors argue that determining the existence of an energy gap between the lowest energy status of the material and the next state would depend on extends to infinity. In such a case, however, the material itself may not be able to decide forever whether it is
tangled or without a gap, since any causal impact between remote regions can only travel at the speed of light. TONY DURHAM BRIGHTON, ENGLAND AUTHORS ANSWER: Strictly, every indecisive problem must have infinity somewhere. If you impose any limit, even the life span of the universe, then
it's divisible, although in practice it's not much better than if it wasn't. In the event of a spectral gap problem, for each reasonably large, final grid size, the systems we construct will either be sprung or have an energy spectrum that is so dense that it becomes indistinguishable from smart. In principle, if you
limit how large a lattice can get (let's say you need to fit into your lab!), then the problem is listable. But the indecision of an idealized infinite grid means that there is no better way to figure it out than to take a sample of material the size of your lab; a smaller sample won't tell you anything about a lab-sized
one. Worse still, even if you determine whether the lab-sized sample is gapped or gapless, it could only change by adding a single extra atom. It is important to emphasize that no materials anyone has encountered actually display this perverse behavior. However, we can look for simpler systems that
exhibit similar physics, and we have made some progress in this in the follow-up document. Durham's scenario is somewhat similar to what we describe: In principle, given the infinite time, the speed of light is not an obstacle. The time limit would be qualitatively similar to the imposition of a limit of final
size equal to the time multiplied by the speed of light. Down under development In Body Balance [Advances], Maya Miller reports that developmental biologist Alberto Roselló-Díez and his colleagues found that when they suppressed growth of a limb in a mouse fetus, the surrounding cells communicated
with the placenta, they slowed the growth of the other three limbs to keep them symmetrical. However, this mechanism to maintain symmetry in development would only work with placental mammals. How would marsupials manage this coordination? DAVID WEINTRAUB Edison, NJ ROSELLÓ-DÍEZ
ANSWERS: It's worth noting that even if they lack a real placenta, marsupials form a yolk-sack-derived placental structure. And while the most obvious mechanism we've found involves the placenta, that doesn't mean it's the only one. It is possible that other organs with a key role in the growth of the
body, such as the liver, are also involved in the systemic reaction caused by local injury. They could do so either in parallel with the placenta or in subsequent (postnatal) stages when the placenta is no longer present. ERRATUM Unsolvable Problem, Toby S. Cubitt, David Pérez-García and Michael Wolf,
had formulated a mathematical statement about deriving the number 1 from any whole number in this way: If you take any whole and divide it by 2, if it is even or multiply it by 3 and add 1 if it is special, and then repeat the process, you will always eventually reach 1.1.
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